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What can historians bring to the current discussion about refugee journeys? Building on the example of a
group of 1,115 young Jewish survivors who went to Canada in the immediate aftermath of the Holocaust,
this article addresses two essential questions: why did they leave and why did they go to Canada and not
elsewhere? Drawing on Nicolas Mariot and Claire Zalc’s notion of a ‘world of possibilities’ and taking into
consideration age as a category of analysis, I argue that one can formulate hypotheses about these journeys
by, first, mapping what was and was not available to the young survivors at different moments of their
displacement and, second, by looking at how individuals navigated these possibilities and constraints.
In so doing, this article aims to nuance approaches that uncritically emphasise agency, and therefore
erase the specificity of young people’s experiences of displacement.

In the application for a Canadian visa filed by Dow Z. at the beginning of February 1948, a caseworker
wrote that the seventeen-year-old Polish orphan ‘would be happy to go to Canada and have at last a
home, study, work, and forget his ordeal and troublesome past’.1 Dow had survived the war in hiding
in the eastern part of Poland. After the liberation of the area, he wandered alone for several months,
describing to the caseworker how he was ‘being fed from time to time by peasants’. In 1945, he trav-
elled through Hungary and Austria in circumstances undocumented in his case file and ended up in
the northeast of Italy where he was sent to a Jewish children’s home in the Alps. In 1947 he went to
Milan, from where he applied for a Canadian visa one year later. In the twelve months that followed
his liberation, the boy had travelled over 1,500 kilometres and crossed at least three borders. To my
knowledge, Dow never publicly wrote about his experience. Neither did he later participate in oral his-
tory projects such as the Shoah Foundation for Visual History and Education or the Canadian
Holocaust Documentation projects.2 His Canadian visa application is one of the few, if not the
only, sources about his trajectory, but the document gives little information about why he ended
up in Italy and subsequently why he went to Canada. Such scarcity of sources is common for refugees
and migrants, especially children and adolescents, who are even less likely to have left any trace. How
then can historians study their journeys and the motivations behind them?

Dow was among the 1,115 young Jewish survivors (a term that was not used to refer to them at the
time) who were allowed to migrate to Canada between autumn 1947 and spring 1952. This refugee
resettlement scheme was known as the War Orphans Project and was sponsored by the Canadian
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1 Case file of Dow Z., 8 Feb. 1948, Canadian Jewish Archives (CJA), CJC/UJRA Case files Cb 03, box 41; for anonymity
reasons, only the first letter of the surname is displayed. The date of the interview is in brackets.

2 For oral testimonies of Holocaust survivors whowent to Canada after the war, see also Janice Rosen, ‘Holocaust Testimonies and
Related Resources in Canadian Archival Repositories’, Canadian Jewish Studies/Études Juives Canadiennes, 4–5 (1997), 163–75.
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Jewish Congress (CJC), the main organisation of Canadian Jewry.3 These young people were predom-
inantly from Eastern Europe and had been deported or survived in hiding during the war. After the
war, the majority were living in displaced persons (DP) camps in Germany, Austria and Italy. Others
lived in French and Belgian children’s homes, or had left for the United Kingdom, Switzerland, or
Sweden. Like Dow, many had complex journeys between the end of the war and their departure to
Canada.4 Little is known about how these journeys were shaped by factors at local, national and inter-
national levels, and about how they were experienced by the young survivors themselves.

In this article, I argue that despite the scarcity and limitation of available sources, one can better under-
stand refugee journeys and the decision making behind them, first, by mapping what was and was not
available to individuals at different moments of their displacement and, second, by looking at how indi-
viduals navigated these possibilities and constraints. At the core of this approach is the notion of a ‘world
of possibilities’ (espace des possibles) that was developed by Claire Zalc and Nicolas Mariot in their 2010
book Face à la persecution in which they followed the wartime trajectories of the 991 Jews of Lens, a city in
northern France.5 Drawing on the ambitions of microstoria pioneers, they argued, alongside Tal
Brutmann, that ‘reducing the level of analysis increases knowledge, because smaller spaces can better elu-
cidate the complexities of decision making, helps re-establish the “space of the possible”, shows how reality
was experienced at the individual level, and ultimately provides more compelling insights into the events
that contemporaries faced in their day-to-day lives’.6 Their efforts built on and contributed to wider dis-
cussions around the notion of choice in Holocaust studies that expanded with the work of scholars such as
Saul Friedländer and Alexandra Garbarini, who used letters and diaries to capture the subjectivity of the
victims and to go beyond the discourses of perpetrators.7 In recent years, other scholars have similarly
investigated the patterns of behaviour and experiences of persecution of specific groups.8 Whether it
be the Jewish residents of an eastern Polish town, three ghettos, or a city in northern France, this literature
offers a middle ground between the omnipresent redemptive narratives of Holocaust survival – what
Simone Gigliotti has called ‘sentimental heroism’9 – and Lawrence Langer’s notion of ‘choiceless choice’:
being a target of mass violence radically limits but does not deprive individuals of agency.10

3 Adara Goldberg, Holocaust Survivors in Canada. Exclusion, Inclusion, Transformation, 1947–1955 (Winnipeg: University
of Manitoba Press, 2015); Ben Lappin, The Redeemed Children (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1963); Fraidie
Martz, Open Your Hearts (Montreal: Vehicule Press, 1996); on the work of the CJC during the war, see Annelise
Rodrigo, ‘Sauver les plus irremplaçables? Une histoire du refuge canadien par les associations pendant la Seconde
Guerre mondiale’, PhD Thesis (history), Université Toulouse 2 – Jean Jaurès, 2019.

4 For a discussion of the term ‘journey’, see Tony Kushner, Journeys from the Abyss: The Holocaust and Forced Migration
from the 1880s to the Present (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2017), 19–28; see also Gadi Benezer and Roger Zetter,
‘Searching for Directions: Conceptual and Methodological Challenges in Researching Refugee Journeys’, Journal of
Refugee Studies, 28, 3 (2017), 297–318.

5 Nicolas Mariot and Claire Zalc have translated this notion of espace des possibles as ‘world of possibilities’, ‘space of the
possible’, and ‘spaces of the possible’; Nicolas Mariot and Claire Zalc, ‘Reconstructing Trajectories of Persecution
Reflections on a Prosopography of Holocaust Victims’, in Claire Zalc and Tal Brutmann, eds., Microhistories of the
Holocaust (New York: Berghahn Books, 2017), 86–112; Nicolas Mariot and Claire Zalc, Face à la persécution. 991 Juifs
dans la guerre (Paris: Odile Jacob, 2010).

6 Claire Zalc and Tal Brutmann, ‘Introduction: Toward a Microhistory of the Holocaust’, in Zalc and Brutmann, eds.,
Microhistories of the Holocaust, 3; on the differences between Italian microstoria, French microhistoire, and anglophone
microhistory, see Francesca Trivellato, ‘Microstoria/Microhistoire/Microhistory’, French Politics, Culture, and Society,
33, 1 (2015), 122–134.

7 Saul Friedländer, The Years of Extermination: Nazi Germany and the Jews, 1939–1945 (New York: HarperCollins, 2007);
Alexandra Garbarini, Numbered Days: Diaries and the Holocaust (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006).

8 Eliyana R. Adler, ‘Hrubieszów at the Crossroads: Polish Jews Navigate the German and Soviet Occupations’, Holocaust
and Genocide Studies, 28, 1 (2014), 16; Evgeny Finkel, Ordinary Jews. Choice and Survival during the Holocaust
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2017).

9 Gigliotti rightfully notes how ‘reverence for the victims too often inhibits reasoned analysis of choice making and actions’;
Simone Gigliotti, ‘Review of Alexandra Garbarini. Numbered Days: Diaries and the Holocaust (New Haven, Conn.: Yale
University Press. 2006). xvi, 262. $45.00’, The American Historical Review, 112, 5 (2007), 1498.

10 Finkel, Ordinary Jews, 6; Lawrence Langer, ‘The Dilemma of Choice in the Deathcamps’, in John K. Roth and Michael
Berenbaum, eds., Holocaust: Religious and Philosophical Implications (New York: Barricade Books, 1989), 226.
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In my article, I draw on this body of work to investigate the young survivors’ journeys but acknowledge
one of its limitations: the focus on adults. The emphasis on the individual level and inherently on agency
risks overshadowing the specificities of the young survivors’ experiences of displacement as children and
youth. Agency has proven to be particularly ‘methodologically unsatisfactory’ with regard to young peo-
ple.11 It is not only under-theorised (in his work on child soldiers, David Rosen notes that agency is ‘more
a general orientation toward the child than an operational concept’12), but it also places children and
adults in simplified binary relationships.13 In this article, I therefore argue for an examination of ‘worlds
of possibilities’ that takes into consideration age – and especially chronological age – as a category of ana-
lysis.14 In other words, it is important to consider the young survivors as any other migrants – ‘active but
constrained agents embedded in larger networks and institutions’15 – but without uncritically emphasis-
ing their agency and erasing the specificity of their experiences of displacement as young people.

To conduct my analysis, I draw on valuable material: the young survivors’ Canadian visa applica-
tion files that are stored at the Alex Dworkin Canadian Jewish Archives (CJA) in Montreal. With the
opening of the International Tracing Service (ITS) archives, historians of the Holocaust and of dis-
placement during and after the war have increasingly relied on similar sources.16 The Canadian corpus
is, however, original in its scope as it contains the individual files of all the young survivors accepted
into a single large-scale resettlement project. The majority of these files were completed in Europe by
workers from two key organisations of the immediate post-war refugee regime, the International
Refugee Organisation (IRO) and the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC).17 The
IRO gradually took over the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) in
1947 and in 1952 was replaced by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees. The JDC was established in 1914 with headquarters in New York and was the main
Jewish relief organisation at that time.18 There is little information about the profiles and backgrounds

11 On the limits of the notion of ‘agency’ in childhood studies, see for instance Kristine Alexander, ‘Agency and Emotion
Work’, Jeunesse: Young People, Texts, Cultures, 7, 2 (2015), 120–8; on broader discussions on children’s voices, see for
instance Nell Musgrove, Carla Pascoe Leahy and Kristine Moruzi, ‘Hearing Children’s Voices: Conceptual and
Methodological Challenges’, in Kristine Moruzi, Nell Musgrove and Carla Pascoe Leahy, eds., Children’s Voices from
the Past: New Historical and Interdisciplinary Perspectives (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 2019), 1–25.

12 David M. Rosen, Child Soldiers in the Western Imagination. From Patriots to Victims (New Brunswick: Rutgers University
Press, 2015), 176.

13 Mona Gleason, ‘Avoiding the Agency Trap: Caveats for Historians of Children, Youth, and Education’, History of
Education, 45, 4 (2016), 446–59.

14 Mary Jo Maynes, ‘Age as a Category of Historical Analysis: History, Agency, and Narratives of Childhood’, The Journal of
the History of Childhood and Youth, 1, 1 (2008), 114–24; Corinne T. Field and Nicholas L. Syrett, eds., ‘Chronological Age:
A Useful Category of Historical Analysis’, American Historical Review, 125, 2 (2020), 371–84.

15 Paul-André Rosental, ‘Between Macro and Micro: Theorizing Agency in Nineteenth-Century French Migrations’, French
Historical Studies, 29, 3 (2006), 459.

16 See for instance two ongoing projects: ‘Transnational Remembrance of Nazi Forced Labor and Migration’
(transrem.arolsen-archives.org) and ‘LUBARTWORLD – A Global Microhistory of the Trajectories of Lubartow Jews
Across the World (1920s to the 1950s)’; on the ITS, see Suzanne Brown-Fleming, Nazi Persecution and Postwar
Repercussions: The International Tracing Service Archive and Holocaust Research (Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield,
2016); Dan Stone, ‘The Memory of the Archive: The International Tracing Service and the Construction of the Past as
History’, Dapim: Studies on the Holocaust, 31, 2 (2017), 69–88; on the Child Search Branch, see among others
Henning Borggräfe, Akim Jah, Nina Ritz and Steffen Jost, eds., Freilegungen: Rebuilding Lives – Child Survivors and
DP Children in the Aftermath of the Holocaust and Forced Labor (Göttingen: Wallstein, 2017); Ruth Balint, ‘Children
Left Behind: Family, Refugees and Immigration in Postwar Europe’, History Workshop Journal, 82, 1 (2016), 151–72;
Verena Buser, ‘Displaced Children 1945 and the Child Tracing Division of the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration’, The Holocaust in History and Memory, 7 (2014), 107–21; Dan Stone, ‘The Politics of
Removing Children: The International Tracing Service’s German Foster Homes Investigation of 1948’, Contemporary
European History (2020), 69–88.

17 Both accepted and rejected files are kept in the section CJC/UJRA Case files Cb 03 box 31 to 41.
18 On the IRO, see Daniel Cohen, In War’s Wake: European Refugees in the Postwar Order (New York: Oxford University

Press, 2011); on the JDC, see Laura Hobson-Faure, A Jewish Marshall Plan: The American Jewish Presence in Postwar
France, 1944–1945 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, forthcoming).
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of the caseworkers involved. The majority were women who were either from the children’s commu-
nity or had arrived in Europe from the United States, Canada, or the United Kingdom with the IRO or
the JDC.19 The forms contain many pieces of information to trace individual trajectories during and
immediately after the war – especially one section called ‘Persons or institutions assuming care of the
child’ that gives a timeline of locations from 1939 to the moment of the application – but say little
about the reasons why the young survivors applied for a Canadian visa.

Despite the silences of these forms, I address two essential questions regarding the decision making
and motivations behind refugee journeys and migration trajectories more generally: the departure
(why did the young survivors leave Europe?) and the destination (why did they go to Canada and
not elsewhere?). After discussing the challenges inherent to the source, I first examine the young sur-
vivors’ situation in their countries of residency in Europe and consider potential explanations about
why they left. These include the increasingly hostile national policies toward refugees, the stricter relief
policies for DPs implemented by Allied military authorities and international organisations and the
growing financial difficulties of Jewish aid organisations. Second, I explore what migration options
were available to them: I argue that the limited possibilities of migration to mandatory Palestine/
Israel and the United States are essential to understand the journeys of the young survivors and
their resettlement. Third, I examine how various factors contributed to change this ‘world of possibil-
ities’ and reduce the chances of the young survivors leaving for Canada.

By unravelling the fragmented nature of the young survivors’ journeys and the contingency of the
decision making behind them, this article’s contributions are threefold.20 The first is specific to my
case study: I challenge teleological and linear readings of the migration of Holocaust survivors to
Canada and demonstrate how the country was often a second-choice destination. The second contri-
bution applies to Holocaust studies, and especially to the subfield of aftermath studies as has been
coined by Verena Buser and Laura Jockush.21 By documenting both recurring patterns and more out-
standing and marginalised trajectories, this article responds to Ivan Jablonka’s call to examine the fates
of Jewish children and youth ‘beyond the boundaries of their countries and communities’.22 Alongside
the work of Françoise Ouzan, Laura Hobson-Faure and Rebecca Clifford, it participates in a global
history of the young Jewish people’s post-war experiences of displacement.23 The third contribution
extends beyond Holocaust studies: I argue that the article’s analytical framework – the notion of a
‘world of possibilities’ and an emphasis on age as a category of analysis – could be a useful alternative
to the concept of agency, not only for historians but for all scholars determined to take into consid-
eration the experiences and perspectives of young people on the move.24

19 For a more detailed analysis of the caseworkers’ role, see Antoine Burgard, ‘A Traumatic Past in the Far Distance:
Narrating Children’s Survival in the Immediate Aftermath of the Holocaust’, Journal of the History of Childhood and
Youth, 13, 3 (2020).

20 On the ‘fragmented’ nature of migration, see Michael Collyer, ‘Stranded Migrants and the Fragmented Journey’, Journal of
Refugee Studies, 23, 3 (2010), 275.

21 Verena Buser, ‘Child Survivors and Displaced Children in the Aftermath Studies: An Overview’, in Henning Borggräffe,
Akim Jah, Nina Ritz and Steffen Jost, eds., Freilegungen: Rebuilding Lives: Child Survivors and DP Children in the
Aftermath of the Holocaust and Forced Labor (Göttingen: Wallstein, 2017), 27–40; Laura Jockhush, ‘Premiers chroni-
queurs de la Shoah: centres de documentation et commissions historiques juives au lendemain de la Seconde Guerre
mondiale’, in Judith Lindenberg, ed., Premiers saviors sur la Shoah (Paris: CNRS Éditions, 2017), 162.

22 Ivan Jablonka, ‘Introduction’, in Ivan Jablonka, ed., L’enfant-Shoah (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 2014), 12 (all
translations from French scholarship are mine).

23 Françoise Ouzan, How Young Holocaust Survivors Rebuilt Their Lives: France, the United States, and Israel (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 2018); Lynne Taylor, In the Children’s Best Interests: Unaccompanied Children in
American-Occupied Germany, 1945–1952 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2017); Laura Hobson-Faure, ‘Shaping
Children’s Lives: American Jewish Aid in Post-World War II France (1944–1948)’, in Jonathan Zvi Kaplan and Nadia
Malinovich, eds., The Jews of Modern France: Images and Identities (Boston: Brill, 2016), 173–93; Rebecca Clifford,
Survivors. Children’s Lives after the Holocaust (New Haven: Yale University Press, forthcoming).

24 On refugees’ experiences, see Peter Gatrell, ‘Refugees – What’s Wrong with History?’, Journal of Refugee Studies, 30, 2
(2017), 170–89; Dan Stone, ‘Refugees Then and Now: Memory, History and Politics in the Long Twentieth Century:
An Introduction’, Patterns of Prejudice, 52, 2–3 (2018), 101–6.
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Mapping Uncertainty

The case files are valuable but their analysis is challenging for historians. First, one must keep in mind
that the trajectories that emerge from the case files are narrated and mediated. As such, the source
reveals only what the applicants were willing and able to recount and what the caseworkers understood
and decided to write down. They are predominantly the words of the caseworkers, who may have mis-
construed, reformulated, translated or misunderstood the stories they were being told. Many parts of
these narratives are therefore untrustworthy or altogether silent.25 This uncertainty and inherent
speculation need to be acknowledged and accepted.

The second challenge is particularly important when looking at the experiences of young people. The
crucial question of the influence of others, especially adults, in shaping the young survivors’ journeys is
often partially answered in the case files. In his micro-study on the boys who were with Elie Wiesel in the
January 1945 transport from Auschwitz to Buchenwald, Kenneth Waltzer argues that one of the leading
ideas about prisoner society – the radical isolation of prisoners who ‘composed a coerced, seriated mass
without solidarity or connection’ – must be reconsidered.26 The same was also true after the end of the
war: the rebuilding of many young survivors’ lives was importantly ‘based on pairs and small groups’.27

This is true for adult refugees but even more important for children and youth, whose room for decision
making is narrower. Many had siblings, relatives and friends, and these networks were crucial in shaping
their ‘worlds of possibilities’.28 The case file, alongside the wider tendency in Holocaust studies to focus
on survivors as individuals and not as members of families and groups, can overshadow the collective-
ness of their migration and the specificity of their experiences of displacement as young people.29

Notwithstanding this uncertainty, documenting individual trajectories allows one to grasp the com-
plex and transnational nature of the young survivors’ displacement in the immediate aftermath of the
Holocaust. Like Dow, who travelled over 1,500 kilometres, many of these trajectories are made of
detours, wanderings, delays and roundtrips – what Paul-André Rosental has called the ‘invisible
paths’ of migration.30 This fragmentation predominantly disappeared from later narratives. Such invisi-
bility has several explanations. First, scholarly works based on local, national or institutional frame-
works frequently overlook the complexity and transnational nature of refugee journeys. It also
disappears from the majority of Holocaust survivors’ memoirs and oral testimonies in which inconsist-
encies and hesitations are often erased. The post-war journey is either unmentioned or presented as a
linear process and a rational choice. This absence reflects both the inherent need for coherence in indi-
vidual narratives – what Pierre Bourdieu has contentiously called ‘biographical illusion’31 – and how
earlier events (survival during the Holocaust) or later events (life in a new country) often overshadow
the significance of experiences of displacement in the immediate aftermath of the war.32 Because the

25 On this issue, see for instance the contributions in Franca Iacovetta and Wendy Mitchinson, eds., On the Case:
Explorations in Social History (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998); on the form as ‘a basic cultural practice of
creating commitment and “truth”’, see Barbara Lüthi, ‘Kommunikationsraum Ellis Island’, in Peter Becker, ed.,
Sprachvollzug im Amt: Kommunikation und Verwaltung im Europa, des 19. und 20. Jahrhunderts (Bielefeld: Transcript
2011), 185–208 (I am grateful to Henning Borggräfe for the reference and translation).

26 Kenneth Waltzer, ‘Moving Together, Moving Alone: The Story of Boys on a Transport from Auschwitz to Buchenwald’, in
Claire Zalc and Tal Brutmann, eds., Microhistories of the Holocaust (New York: Berghahn Books, 2017), 44–67, 45.

27 Waltzer, ‘Moving Together, Moving Alone’, 62.
28 On the importance of siblings, see Laura Hobson-Faure, ‘Orphelines ou soeurs? Penser la famille juive pendant et après la

Shoah en France et aux États-Unis’, 20 & 21. Revue d’histoire, 1, 145 (2020), 91–104.
29 Laura Hobson-Faure notes how our understanding of Holocaust survivors, especially orphans, has been shaped by testi-

monies – written or recorded – that often focus on isolated individuals; Hobson-Faure, ‘Orphelines ou soeurs?’, 92; see
also Noah Shenker, Reframing Holocaust Testimony (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2015).

30 Paul-André Rosental, Les sentiers invisibles. Espaces, familles et migrations dans la France du XIXe siècle (Paris: Éditions de
l’École des hautes études en sciences sociales, 1999).

31 Pierre Bourdieu, ‘L’illusion biographique’, Actes de la Recherche en Sciences Sociales, 62–63 (1986), 69–72.
32 On ‘teleological linearity’, see Claire Zalc, ‘Écrire l’histoire de trajectoires migratoires en changeant d’échelle. L’exemple

des Juifs polonais à Lens (Pas-de-Calais) dans l’entre-deux-guerres’, Bulletin du Centre de recherche français à
Jérusalem, 22 (2011), 1–20.
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journey did not fit into the collective memories and national narratives of either their country of origin
or arrival, it ended up being overlooked or ignored. This absence, reinforced by the low visibility of
young people, should not undermine the fact that these journeys were often profoundly transformative
and are essential to understand the survivors’ post-war lives.33

By going beyond individual narratives and national frameworks, writing the history of such a large
cohort and mapping the trajectories that emerge from the case files helps to restore the unstable and
transnational nature of post-war refugee journeys. It can also help to grasp the more outstanding tra-
jectories that often stand at the peripheries – in meanings and in spaces – of our current definition of
Holocaust survival. The following two case studies illustrate the need for a broader understanding of
experiences of displacement both during and immediately after the war. The first is the trajectory of
Max E., a young German Jewish orphan.34 The boy had lived in Germany for just over a year: born in
1932, he left the country with his parents shortly after Hitler came to power. The family fled to
Alexandria in British-ruled Egypt. Host of the largest Jewish community in the country, Alexandria
was relatively free from any fighting during the war, but with the gradual withdrawal of British troops
and the increased tensions around mandatory Palestine, the situation of Jewish populations in Egypt
rapidly deteriorated. Riots and bombings targeted them in Cairo and Alexandria, especially after the
start of the first Arab-Israeli war.35 Max’s parents were killed in a pogrom in 1949. Max left the coun-
try soon after and went to France, where he was taken care of by a Jewish youth organisation. There is
no information about the nature of his journey, but his destination could be explained by the strong
cultural and political links between Jewish populations in Egypt and France – French was by far the
most common spoken language, other than English or Arabic, among Egypt’s Jews. Aged seventeen at
the time, Max might have travelled on his own initiative or benefitted from existing networks between
the two countries that played a crucial role in the flight of Jewish refugees after 1956.36 He lived in
Paris until February 1950 and left for Canada a few days before his eighteenth birthday. Max is the
only applicant who was not, strictly speaking, a Holocaust survivor but a victim of the violence
that resulted in the aftermath and contributed to the massive departure of Jewish populations from
the Maghreb and Mashriq.37 His trajectory exemplifies how the case files can reveal marginalised jour-
neys and help challenge the ‘nearly exclusive focus on Shoah-related events and people in Europe’ in
conservative understandings of Holocaust survival.38

The second case study details the trajectory of Rafael R., who was born in Poland in 1930.39 Rafael
grew up with his parents and siblings in Pultusk, a town 60 kilometres north of Warsaw. After the
rapid collapse of the Polish state in September 1939, the boy was separated from his parents when
he fled to the Soviet-occupied parts of the country with friends of the family. After the beginning
of Operation Barbarossa in June 1941, he was evacuated to Tashkent (now capital of Uzbekistan).40

He spent the war there in a children’s home – potentially one of the Christian-Polish orphanages

33 Benezer and Zetter, ‘Searching for Directions’.
34 Case file of Max E., 30 Nov. 1948, CJA, CJC / UJRA Case files Cb 03, box 32.
35 See the chapter ‘World War II and Its Aftermath’, in Gudrun Krämer, The Jews in Modern Egypt, 1914–1952 (Seattle:

Washington University Press, 1989).
36 Alexandre De Aranjo, ‘En France ou en Grande-Bretagne ? Les réfugiés juifs d’Égypte en 1956’, Archives Juives, 1, 47

(2014), 135.
37 Sergio DellaPergola defines Holocaust survivors as any Jewish persons ‘who at least for a brief period of time were sub-

mitted in their locations to a regime of duress and/or limitation of their full civil rights in relation to their Jewish back-
ground – whether by a Nazi foreign occupying power or by a local authority associated with the Nazi endeavor – or who
had to flee elsewhere in order to avoid falling under the aforementioned situations’. DellaPergola includes North Africa
but excludes Egypt. However, Max and his parents qualified as they fled Germany in 1933; Sergio DellaPergola, ‘Jewish
Shoah Survivors: Neediness Assessment and Resource Allocation’, in Dalia Ofer, Francoise Ouzan and Judith Tydor
Baumel-Schwartz, eds., Holocaust Survivors: Resettlement, Memories, Identities (New York: Berghahn Books, 2011), 299.

38 DellaPergola, ‘Jewish Shoah Survivors…’, 299.
39 Case file of Rafael R., 4 Feb. 1948, CJA, CJC/UJRA Case files Cb 03, box 39.
40 See Chapter 4, ‘War and Evacuation’, in Paul Stronski, Tashkent: Forging a Soviet City, 1930–1966 (Pittsburgh: University

of Pittsburgh Press, 2010), 72–118.
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that had been set up in the city – among other Jewish evacuees before being sent back to Poland after
the war and leaving shortly thereafter for Germany.41 The circumstances of his journey westward are
not detailed in the case file, but his age can provide a potential explanation: being a minor and sepa-
rated from his parents at the end of the war might have facilitated his return to Poland, as Polish chil-
dren in Soviet orphanages were often prioritised in repatriation operations.42 Rafael’s experience was
long forgotten and excluded from narratives of the Holocaust. Recent scholarship has demonstrated,
however, that his fate was shared by the majority of the 350,000 Polish Jews who survived the
Holocaust for which the Soviet Union, especially Muslim central Asia, provided ‘a crucial if extremely
harsh and generally involuntary refuge’.43 As suggested by Atina Grossmann and others, we need to
redefine our current understanding of Jewish survival. This call should be extended to the aftermath of
the Holocaust: rethinking survival also means rethinking post-war refugee journeys. The cases of Max
and Rafael strikingly illustrate the wide-ranging experiences of refugees, and the need for a more global
understanding of the population displacements that followed the war. They also exemplify, especially
in the case of Rafael, the necessity to assess how age – as much as gender, citizenship, nationality or
class – had a major influence on what happened or what might have happened during the young sur-
vivors’ journeys.44

Pressured to Leave Europe?

Acknowledging outstanding trajectories is essential to understand the diversity of Holocaust survivors’
experiences. However, in this article I focus on recurring patterns of displacement. I argue that, even
though the analysis of migration trajectories cannot be reduced to simple push and pull factors, one
can formulate hypotheses about the decision making behind them by mapping the ‘world of possibil-
ities and constraints’. To do so with these case files, it first meant establishing a timeline of the young
survivors’ departures to Canada (Figure 1) and, second, assessing what options were available at the
time of departure.

The War Orphans Project was authorised in April 1947 by the Canadian federal authorities with an
initial limit of 1,000 visas, which was later extended to 1,250. The selection started in July when the
Canadian Jewish Congress (CJC) sent representatives to Europe. These representatives first received
very pessimistic feedback: ‘very few children would be available, 100 to 150 being indicated as the likely
maximum’.45 They were told that the majority of young survivors had already left or were planning to go
to Palestine. Others were hoping to leave for elsewhere, especially the United States. Unaccompanied
Jewish children and youth were at the centre of fierce competition between local Jewish communities,
nation-states, and similar immigration schemes: the Canadian project was one option among many.46

However, the CJC representatives in Europe managed to find enough potential candidates willing
to be resettled in Canada in a relatively short period. Most of the departures happened between

41 On Jewish children in Tashkent, see Mikhal Dekel, Tehran Children: A Holocaust Refugee Odyssey (New York: WW
Norton & Co, 2019).

42 See Albert Kaganovitch, ‘Stalin’s Great Power Politics, the Return of Jewish Refugees to Poland, and Continued Migration
to Palestine, 1944–1946’, Holocaust and Genocide Studies, 26, 1 (2012), 59–94.

43 The estimations vary between two-thirds and more than 80 per cent; Atina Grossman, ‘Remapping Relief and Rescue:
Flight, Displacement, and International Aid for Jewish Refugees during World War II’, New German Critique, 117
(2012), 62; see also Laura Jockusch and Tamar Lewinsky, ‘Paradise Lost? Postwar Memory of Polish Jewish Survival in
the Soviet Union’, Holocaust and Genocide Studies, 24, 3 (2010), 374; Mark Edele, Sheila Fitzpatrick and Atina
Grossmann, eds., Shelter from the Holocaust: Rethinking Jewish Survival in the Soviet Union (Detroit: Wayne State
University Press, 2017).

44 On how the IRO shifted from the child’s nationality to their citizenship to determine whether they would be repatriated or
resettled, see Taylor, In the Children’s Best Interests.

45 Memorandum of M. Sallheimer to S. Hayes, 9 Sept. 1947, CJA, UJRA collection, Ca War Orphans Immigration Project,
Subject files, box 28, file ‘Saalheimer M. – Overseas Report’, 1.

46 Tara Zahra, The Lost Children. Reconstructing Europe’s Families after World War II (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 2011).
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September 1947 and January 1949. This article demonstrates that several factors in the young survi-
vors’ countries of residency and in the potential countries of transit and arrival contributed in shaping
their ‘world of possibilities’ in ways that favoured departure from Europe and, more specifically, a
departure to Canada.

First, in 1947, the living conditions of unaccompanied and separated Jewish youth in Europe gen-
erally worsened because of various policy changes at local, national and international levels. In the
cohort, more than 450 young survivors were in Germany and Austria when they applied for a
Canadian visa, especially in the American Zone of Occupation. The majority of these had either
been liberated in the east or repatriated from Germany and Austria to their home countries in the
months following the end of the war. They had arrived in American-occupied Germany after April
1947 and were therefore regarded as ‘infiltrees’ – populations from Eastern Europe who had entered
the country illegally. In 1946 and 1947, the Allied military authorities and the UN implemented stric-
ter relief policies for DPs and gradually closed the occupation zones to ‘infiltrees’. The US Military
Government decided to stop recognising any individual who had entered the zone after April 1947
as a United Nations Displaced Person (UNDP). As a result, the IRO was still in charge of the
camps, but Jewish relief organisations had to take over most of the refugee services.47 This shift in
refugee politics affected the everyday lives of many young survivors in German and Austrian DP
camps.

It also had consequences far beyond Germany and Austria because it put more pressure on the
JDC, which was the main support to many unaccompanied Jewish children. The JDC was the driving
force behind the ‘Jewish Marshall plan’ that aimed at rebuilding European Judaism.48 It worked in DP
camps and with local Jewish communities and invested widely in childcare. However, in September
1947, the JDC decided to adopt a new strategy and cut back its funding, especially in France and
Belgium. This was a financial necessity that emerged from a downturn in its fundraising as well as
from having to take over the care of the ‘infiltrees’, but it was also ‘a means of provoking a response
from the agencies it funded’ and accelerating their centralisation.49

Figure 1. Timeline of the departures to Canada, July 1947–April 1950 (y: number of orphans; x: month of departure).

47 Taylor, In the Children’s Best Interests, see especially ch. 5.
48 Laura Hobson-Faure, Un ‘Plan Marshall juif’. La présence juive américaine en France après la Shoah, 1944–1954 (Paris:

Armand Colin, 2013); Yehuda Bauer, Out of the Ashes: The Impact of American Jews on Postwar Holocaust European
Jewry (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1989).

49 Hobson-Faure, ‘Shaping Children’s Lives’, 183.
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This had massive implications for many European Jewish organisations, especially because the bud-
get cuts were followed by policies that targeted childcare: the JDC decided to stop supporting summer
camps, taking over the placement cost of children whose two parents were alive and, more import-
antly, supporting individuals over the age of eighteen.50 The new policy forced the French Service
Social des Jeunes (SSJ), the Oeuvre de Secours aux Enfants (OSE) and the Belgian Aide aux
Israélites Victimes de la Guerre (AIVG) to change their childcare policies dramatically. Canadian
Jewish representatives in Europe were aware of the implications of the JDC’s strategic shift, especially
for teenagers and young adults. In various memorandums, they pointed out the increased difficulties
for the SSJ, which ‘[had] no means to allow [children] to continue school nor [had] they facilities for
proper supervision’.51 They also noted that ‘with [the JDC] indicating that support may be cut soon
and withdrawn some day in the not too distant future, the [AIVG] board is seriously considering giv-
ing up some of the children’.52 In Belgium, the situation was complicated further because, in spring
1946, non-citizens were no longer eligible for state funding. In 1947, at the request of several Jewish
organisations, the government agreed to consider foreign children born on Belgian soil as having de
facto Belgian nationality. Between 2,000 and 3,000 children benefitted from this decision, but many
others, those who were born outside Belgium, were now depending entirely upon Jewish aid organisa-
tions.53 Organisations such as the AIVG were reluctant to let children go during the first months fol-
lowing the end of the war but they were now pressuring them, especially those approaching their
eighteenth birthday, to leave their institutions and find a solution elsewhere. As is often the case,
the strict divide between childhood and adulthood as legal categories determined whether an individ-
ual was eligible for assistance. This reliance on chronological age had a massive influence on the
experiences of many adolescents and young adults.54

The increasingly hostile national immigration and refugee policies, the stricter relief policies for DPs,
and the subsequent growing financial difficulties of Jewish aid organisations all contributed to worsening
the young survivors’ everyday lives. Some of these factors disproportionately impacted young people,
especially adolescents: they sped up the decision-making process of individuals who were already plan-
ning to leave and pressured those who were not thinking about a departure to reconsider their options.

An Uncertain Aliyah

Resettlement options in 1946 and 1947 were, however, limited. First of all, a departure to Palestine was
not an easy choice. In this section, I highlight two patterns of displacement in the cohort to argue that
the difficulties of traveling to Palestine and the precarious situation there led some of the young survivors
to give up or at least postpone their Aliyah (i.e. the immigration of diaspora Jews to Israel) in favour of a
safer destination. The contingency of Jewish settlement in Palestine in the immediate post-war period
had been at the centre of heated discussions. For instance Michael Marrus has argued that many
Holocaust survivors would have chosen the United States over Palestine if they had been able to go
there in the immediate aftermath of the war.55 Similarly, Avinoam Patt has warned historians to dissoci-
ate the ‘choices of individual survivors’ from the ‘collective Zionism of the Surviving Remnant’.56 Patt

50 Hobson-Faure, ‘Shaping Children’s Lives’, 184.
51 Note ‘Transport leader appointed for Children’s movement’, 3 Sept. 1947, CJA, I.O.I., volume 3, file 223, 2.
52 Letter of M. Saalheimer to Ethel Ostry, 25 Aug. 1947, CJA, UJRA collection, Ca War Orphans Immigration Project,

Subject files, box 28, file ‘Saalheimer, M. – visit to AJDC, Paris 1947’.
53 Frank Caestecker, ‘The Reintegration of Jewish Survivors into Belgian Society, 1943–1947’, in David Bankier, ed., The Jews

are Coming Back: The Return of the Jews to Their Countries of Origin After WWII (New York: Berghahn, 2005), 99–100.
54 See Antoine Burgard, ‘Contested Childhood: Age Assessment and the Resettlement of Refugee Youths in the Immediate

Aftermath of World War 2’ (unpublished paper).
55 Beth Cohen, Case Closed: Holocaust Survivors in Postwar America (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2007);

Michael Marrus, The Unwanted: European Refugees in the Twentieth Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985).
56 Avinoam Patt, ‘“The People Must Be Forced to Go to Palestine”: Rabbi Abraham Klausner and the She’erit Hapletah in

Germany’, Holocaust and Genocide Studies, 28, 2 (2014), 267.
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and others have further demonstrated that at the beginning of 1947 many Jews in Europe and North
America voiced their concerns about the growing hopelessness of Holocaust survivors: many were
more willing to explore other migration options because of the very low chances of migrating to
Palestine.

Between 1946 and May 1948, British authorities maintained strict control over Palestine, which had
been under their administration since 1920: less than 50,000 European Jews managed to migrate there
– 30,000 of them illegally. Many more were rejected upon arrival and sent to Cyprus instead or back to
Europe. In July 1947, the boat Exodus 1947, with 4,500 Jewish men, women, and children on board,
was brutally rejected from Haifa and sent back to France, then Germany. The event was widely covered
by international media and was a source of public embarrassment for Britain. It is now considered as a
turning point in the diplomatic struggle that preceded the recognition of a Jewish state in 1948, but at
that time it sent a clear message that echoed widely within the Jewish survivor population. In the
words of the British ambassador in Paris, his government ‘intended to make an example of this
ship’.57 Entering Palestine was almost impossible.

Even after the UN adopted the Partition Plan for Palestine at the end of November 1947, many
Jewish representatives were concerned that people who had just survived long years of persecution
could be scared off by the uncertainty and rising tensions in the area and change their plans.
Increased violence followed the Partition Plan and culminated after 15 May 1948 in the beginning
of the first Arab–Israeli War, which ended in March 1949 with an Israeli victory. The area was at
war from November 1947 to March 1949, which corresponds with the period – September 1947 to
January 1949 – when the majority of the orphans left for Canada. It is thus very likely that the unstable
situation in Palestine and the difficulties of going there led some young survivors, as individuals or as
small groups, to reconsider their options.

By mapping individual trajectories, I identified two patterns of displacement within the cohort that
support this interpretation. First, many young survivors circulated between the British and American
Occupied Zones in Germany. Zoltan and Karol, two Czechoslovakian brothers born respectively in
1930 and 1931, are representative of this pattern. After having been deported to Auschwitz,
Wolfsberg and Ebensee, where they were liberated in May 1945, they travelled about 400 miles
north to Bergen-Belsen, which had been turned into a DP camp.58 They stayed there for two years,
leaving the camp only for short periods to search for their parents. In 1947, they left Belsen to return
south and ended up living in various DP camps and children’s centres near Munich. They migrated to
Canada the following year (Figure 2).

Their trajectory is common within the cohort. Many travelled from southern Germany and Austria
to the British occupation zone at the end of the war and then back to the American zone in 1947 or
1948. We can interpret this as a shift in individual and collective migration strategies. Their journey to
Belsen may have been motivated by a hope of going on to Palestine, since the DP camp had become
the centre of Zionist activism in Germany.59 Conversely, their journey back to the south of Germany
may indicate their willingness to explore new options since the American occupation zone was the
waiting room for every survivor who wanted to go to North America, especially in 1947.

Such movements between DP camps and occupation zones are a common pattern within the
cohort. They are good examples to support Suzanne Brown-Fleming’s argument that it is necessary
to go beyond individual refugee camps as a scale of analysis and to connect them with one another.60

There are other potential explanations to be considered. The search for surviving relatives frequently
motivated travels to nearby camps, but also longer journeys to other parts of the country and beyond.

57 Quoted in Kushner, Journeys from the Abyss, 250; see also Idith Zertal, From Catastrophe to Power: Holocaust Survivors
and the Emergence of Israel (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998).

58 Case file of Zoltan and Karol L., 28 Jan. 1948, CJC/UJRA Case files Cb 03, box 36; the map depicts the 1945 borders
(credit: USHMM, available at: https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/map/central-europe-1945).

59 See for instance Françoise Ouzan, ‘Rebuilding Jewish Identities in Displaced Persons Camps in Germany’, Bulletin du
Centre de recherche français à Jérusalem, 14 (2004), 98–111.

60 Brown-Flemming, Nazi Persecution and Postwar Repercussions.
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Discontent with the living conditions in the camp, rumours about better opportunities elsewhere, rest-
lessness, boredom and a sense of adventure also shaped these trajectories.61 The frequency of this pat-
tern of travel from south to north to south within the cohort is likely to reflect how, because of various
motivations that were sometimes entangled, the young survivors moved from one area to another to
maximise their chances of leaving as quickly as possible.62

A second recurring pattern within the cohort also supports the idea that many young survivors
applied for a Canadian visa after being unable to get to Palestine. More than 100 were in northern
Italy when they applied for a Canadian visa. The majority of them had complex trajectories that were
similar to Samuel and Etta’s.63 Samuel C. and Etta C., both Polish and born in 1930, had been liberated
in labour camps near Mauthausen. Shortly after their liberation, they crossed the Austrian-Italian border
illegally and travelled to the south of Italy. They spent more than two years in several DP camps near
harbours of the south-eastern Italian coast. In 1947 and 1948 respectively, the two orphans travelled back
north and ended up living on the outskirts of DP camps near Milan and Turin.

Once again, this is a recurring pattern within the cohort that could represent a shift in migration
strategies. The journeys of Samuel, Etta and many others to southern Italy very likely meant that they
intended to leave for Palestine. Crossing the Austrian-Italian border was relatively easy, as authorities
in French-occupied Austria turned a blind-eye to these circulations, and southern Italy was seen as a
springboard to Palestine, especially in 1945.64 The majority of the ships that sailed from Europe to
Palestine between 1945 and 1948 left from Italian harbours in the south. Their trip back to the
north may indicate how, after more than two years of waiting in the south, the difficulties of going

Figure 2. Listed locations of Zoltan and Karol L. (1944–1948).

61 I am grateful to the first reviewer for their comments on the importance of discontent, ennui and rumours.
62 On the concept of mixed migration and the underlying idea of mixed motivations, see for instance Jacqueline Bhabha,

Child Migration and Human Rights in a Global Age (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014).
63 Case file of Samuel C., 9 Feb. 1948, CJA, CJC / UJRA Case files Cb 03, box 32; case file of Etta C., 5 Feb. 1948, CJA, CJC /

UJRA Case files Cb 03, box 32.
64 Julia Maspero, ‘French Policy on Postwar Migration of Eastern European Jews through France and French Occupation

Zones in Germany and Austria’, Jewish History Quarterly, 2 (2013), 319–339.
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to Palestine and increasing tensions there might have convinced the young survivors to explore other
options closer to the American zone, which was now the main gateway out of Europe. Both patterns of
circulation – south-north-south in Germany and north-south-north in Italy – highlight the fragmen-
ted nature of the young refugees’ journeys and the contingency of the decision making and motiva-
tions behind them.

Closed American Doors

As Michael Marrus, Françoise Ouzan and Beth Cohen have pointed out, the United States was another
favoured potential destination among Jewish survivors. However, other than a few small-scale
schemes, the borders of the country were almost entirely shut to unaccompanied Jewish youth in
1947 and 1948.65 In this section, I demonstrate how challenges in entering the United States might
have led many young survivors to reconsider their plans. Canada, which was widely perceived as a
gateway to the United States, appeared to be one of the easier options.

At the end of 1945, the Truman directive suggested a possible relaxation of the country’s immigra-
tion policy. Following the recommendations of the Harrison Report, the American president claimed
that the ‘immensity of the problem of displaced persons and refugees [was] almost beyond compre-
hension’ and pled for his country to ‘do something to relieve human misery’.66 In two years, about
23,000 DPs – two-thirds of them Jewish – migrated to the United States.67 This provision, however,
did not alter the country’s long-term immigration policy and system of quotas.

In the autumn of 1947, the directive’s quotas had been mostly filled and ‘infiltrees’ were ineligible,
making a departure to the United States very unlikely. The Canadian Jewish representatives were fre-
quently informed of unaccompanied children and adolescents who were about to leave for the United
States but had their applications rejected, especially because of their age or nationality. Some young
survivors contacted the CJC themselves, but such connections were predominantly made through
close collaboration with American Jewish organisations working in Europe. In mid-August, the
JDC sent to the CJC a list of Jewish children who were living in DP camps and were registered for
departure to the United States but were no longer eligible, often because they had recently turned six-
teen (the age limit for non-quota admissions under the Truman directive).68 A few weeks later, one
CJC representative expressed his hopes that several applications could be ‘easily transferred’ to the
Canadian scheme.69 Accordingly, many young survivors ended up applying for a Canadian visa
after having their American visa rejected. Chronological age – in this case, being under or over sixteen
– again crucially shaped their experiences of displacement.

The contingency of their departure for Canada is sometimes visible in the case files. For instance,
Carol B.’s caseworker notes that the boy ‘was supposed to go to the US but was informed he was over

65 For instance, the OSE managed to send 150 children to the United States in 1946 (I am thankful to the second reviewer for
pointing this out).

66 Harry Truman, ‘Statement and Directive on Displaced Persons’, 22 Dec. 1945 available at www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/
jsource/Holocaust/truman_on_dps.html (last visited 28 July 2019); the Harrison Report was published in August 1945
and named after its author, Earl G. Harrison, who was then US representative on the Intergovernmental Committee
for Refugees. It sharply denounced the treatment of Jewish DPs by the Allies and recommended allowing them to emi-
grate to the United States and Palestine; see ‘The Harrison Report and Its Repercussions’, in Angelika Königseder and
Juliane Wetzel, Waiting for Hope: Jewish Displaced Persons in Post-World War II Germany (Evanston: Northwestern
University Press, 2001), 31–41.

67 Cohen, Case Closed, 12; see also Leonard Dinnerstein, America and the Survivors of the Holocaust (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1982).

68 Letter of Manfred Saalheimer to Saul Hayes, 3 Aug. 1947, CJA, UJRA collection, Ca War Orphans Immigration Project,
Subject files, box 28, file ‘Saalheimer, M. – visit to AJDC, Paris 1947’, 4; note ‘Children’s movement’, 15 Aug. 1947, CJA,
I.O.I volume 3, file 212, 2.

69 Memorandum of Manfred Saalheimer to Saul Hayes, 9 Sept. 1947, CJA, UJRA collection, Ca War Orphans Immigration
Project, Subject files, box 28, file ‘Saalheimer, M. – visit to AJDC, Paris 1947’, 2.
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age the day before the departure of his transport’.70 A departure to Canada was sometimes seen as a
way to get the child closer to surviving relatives in the United States. For instance, Peter L., a
Hungarian boy whose grandparents had left for the United States, was not eligible for a non-quota
admission. The caseworker in charge of his application wrote: ‘normal quota case should have to
wait for years here alone. In Canada the family may at least visit him’.71 Getting family members closer
was a delicate position for the CJC representatives, as they feared the young survivors would use
Canada as only a temporary refuge while they awaited entry to the United States. The American rela-
tives often had to vow that they would not encourage and assist the young applicant to join them. For
instance, in the case of Clara G., her Detroit-based uncle and aunt signed an affidavit stating that the
girl was ‘to stay in Canada and not try and come into the United States’.72 Such measures were often
insufficient as many young newcomers went south shortly after their arrival in Canada, sometimes
crossing the American border illegally.73 In 1947 and 1948, Canada was regarded by many survivors
as their safest option but was often considered a merely temporary destination. This mobility beyond
arrival at their first destination confirms the difficulties in determining when exactly the refugee jour-
ney ends.

Shifting Possibilities

The limited ‘world of possibilities’ of the period, especially the difficulty of going to Palestine or the
United States, can explain why the young survivors went to Canada. In this section, I argue that such
an assumption is further reinforced by looking at the timeline of their departures (Figure 1). The number
of departures dramatically decreased after October 1948, and the CJC had to end the scheme before
reaching the additional quota of 250 visas that they had with difficulty obtained from the Canadian gov-
ernment (only 115 were used). This decline happened in the aftermath of the reopening of the American
borders and during the stabilisation of the conflict in Israel. It could reflect how the context became less
favourable to a departure to Canada with increased possibilities of migrating elsewhere.

In the United States, the passing of the DP Act at the end of June 1948 authorised 100,000 DPs
entry over two years. Even though Jewish DPs were far from being automatically accepted, these
new quotas directly impacted the Canadian scheme: after the second half of 1948, several cases
were closed when applicants told the CJC they wanted to wait or find a closer intermediate destination
such as France before going to the United States. The evolution of the situation in Israel had a similar
effect. In August 1948, the Canadian Jewish representatives in Europe wrote to the Montreal head-
quarters about what ‘may be indicative of a new trend in the Orphans’ project’.74 After being granted
Canadian visas, a group of children in Salzburg appeared reluctant to leave. One boy even ‘sent back
words that he had changed his mind about going to Canada, and that he had decided to go to Israel to
where most of his friends were bound . . . it is the first time that there has been a group that showed
any hesitancy or change of mind after my approval of their applications’. Many other applications were
also cancelled in the following months. For instance, in September 1948, the visa for Gisela F. had to
be sent back because the girl was now ‘unwilling to leave for Canada [and] would prefer to emigrate
for Palestine when grown up’.75 Israeli independence in May 1948, the ensuing military successes of
the new state and the stabilisation of the conflict between October 1948 and March 1949 seem to have
revived many young survivors’ plans to make Aliyah. Even though the potential influence of adults
and of other children needs to be acknowledged, some individuals, like Gisela, voiced their desire

70 Case file of Carol B., 11 July 1949, CJA, CJC/UJRA Case files Cb 03, box 31.
71 Case file of Peter L., 25 Aug. 1947, CJA, CJC/UJRA Case files Cb 03 box 37.
72 Affidavit signed by Adolph and Celia F., 26 Aug. 1948, case file of Clara G., CJA, CJC / UJRA Case files Cb 03, box 34.
73 Note ‘Orphans coming to Canada not given priority for US visas’, 3 Feb. 1948, CJA, I.O.I, vol. 4, file 323, 2.
74 Letter of Ethel Ostry to Manfred Salheimer and Saul Hayes, 11 July 1948, CJA, Ca War Orphans Immigration Project,

Subject files, file 25 ‘Administrative structures, establishment of 1947–1948’.
75 Case file of Gisela F., 22 Sept. 1948, CJC/UJRA Case files Cb 03, box 33.
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to change their plans. This highlights that young survivors were involved to some extent in the deci-
sion making behind their journeys and in the reconfiguration of their migration strategies.

Although we must consider other factors to explain the drop in the number of departures to
Canada in the fall of 1948 and the winter of 1949 – notably the increased difficulty of leaving
Eastern European countries amidst growing Cold War tensions76 – political changes in the United
States and Israel undoubtedly affected the Canadian scheme. Its outcomes may have been dramatically
different if, for instance, the Canadian federal government authorisation had not happened in April
1947 but a few months before or after. Before April 1947, many young survivors might have decided
to stay because of better prospects in their country of residence, especially access to housing and edu-
cation. Afterward, they might have chosen another destination than Canada, with increased possibil-
ities (or at least greater hopes) of migrating to the United States or Israel. This represents an important
reminder of how crucial timing is in shaping refugee journeys and migration trajectories more
generally.

It also highlights how, by mapping the possibilities and constraints of an individual, one can for-
mulate hypotheses about the decision making and motivations behind their journey. Addressing the
‘interrelatedness’ of structure and agency when examining migration trajectories is essential.77 People
on the move have their ‘world of possibilities’ shaped by developments both in their country of resi-
dency and in potential countries of transit and arrival, but they navigate this ‘world’ differently. In the
present case study, mapping individual trajectories allowed me to identify patterns of displacement
within the cohort and highlight how many young survivors circulated between DP camps and occu-
pation zones, travelled to areas that were widely regarded as ‘springboards’ among Jewish survivors,
simultaneously applied for several visas, or postponed their departure to wait for further developments
elsewhere. Retracing the trajectories of Dow across central Europe, Zoltan and Karol in Germany, or
Samuel and Etta in Italy strikingly reveals the often-forgotten complexity of young Holocaust survi-
vors’ experiences in the immediate aftermath of the war. Their trajectories highlight the need to
look beyond existing coherent narratives of displacement and are a useful reminder for migration
scholars of the broader danger of considering displacement only in terms of a point of departure
and a point of arrival. The fragmentation of these journeys and their formative and transformative
nature cannot be ignored.78 Many of the young survivors pursued other options, tried to return to
the life they had before the war, or started again elsewhere before applying for a Canadian visa.

However, as has been acknowledged earlier, the influence of others is crucial for young people on
the move. In the immediate aftermath of the Holocaust, many young survivors grew up in collective
spaces, such as children’s homes and Kibbutzim, where opportunities for individual decision making
were limited. Kibbutzim in particular were based on subtle and sometimes more coercive peer pres-
sure.79 It is possible that Samuel and Etta travelled from Austria to southern Italy as part of one of
these Kibbutzim. They might also have been part of groups sponsored by Bricha (‘flight’ in
Hebrew), a Zionist organisation that assisted approximately 200,000 Jews to go to Palestine.80 Even
though they indicated that they had travelled alone, Zoltan and Karol could have moved from
Bergen-Belsen to the American occupation zone as part of a transport set up by a Jewish aid

76 On the influence of Cold War politics on child migration, see Stone, ‘The Politics of Removing Children’.
77 Vicky Squire, ‘Unauthorised Migration beyond Structure/Agency? Acts, Interventions, Effects’, Politics, 37, 3 (2017), 254–

72; Oliver Bakewell, ‘Some Reflections on Structure and Agency in Migration Theory’, Journal of Ethnic and Migration
Studies, 36, 10 (2010), 1689–708; Vera Hajtó, Milk Sauce and Paprika: Migration, Childhood and Memories of the
Interwar Belgian-Hungarian Child Relief Project (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2016).

78 Benezer and Zetter, ‘Searching for Directions’.
79 Avinoam Patt, Finding Home and Homeland: Jewish Youth and Zionism in the Aftermath of the Holocaust (Detroit:

Wayne State University Press, 2009).
80 Arieh Kochavi, Post-Holocaust Politics: Britain, the United States and Jewish Refugees, 1945–1948 (Chapel Hill: University

of North Carolina Press, 2001); Avinoam Patt, ‘Stateless Citizens of Israel: Jewish Displaced Persons and Zionism in
Post-War Germany’, in Jessica Reinisch and Emily White, eds., The Disentanglement of Populations (London: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2011), 162–182; Susanna Kokkonen, ‘Jewish Displaced Persons in Postwar Italy, 1945–1951’, Jewish
Political Studies Review, 20, 1/2 (2008), 91–106.
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organisation, or been pushed by surviving relatives to do so, as teenage boys were often part of larger
familial migration strategies.81

The influence of adults on the journey sometimes appears in the correspondence of CJC officials
who often worried about their potential negative impact on the young survivors’ decisions to go to
Canada. After the unexpected change of mind of the group of children in Salzburg, one CJC represen-
tative argued: ‘some of it, I think, is due not only to personal feelings as in the case of the boy who was
going to Israel, but also to the general opinion in the camps on the question of going to Israel’.82 She
repeatedly advocated for sending applicants to children’s facilities as quickly as possible in order to
protect them from peer pressure and separate them from ‘collective Zionism’. Her worries confirm
the major role of networks, relatives, social workers and aid organisation representatives in shaping
the journeys of young people and influencing their decision making. Like most young refugees
today, many were separated or unaccompanied but not actually alone.

Conclusion

The case files and the sometimes uncertain narratives that emerge from them are valuable. Through
them, this article has contributed to unravelling the diversity and complexity of young Holocaust sur-
vivors’ experiences of displacement. Documenting forgotten trajectories, like those of Max E. or Etta
C., challenges the current perception of ‘refugeedom’ in the aftermath of the Second World War that
predominantly focuses on a local scale of analysis (the experiences of refugees in DP camps) or linear
displacement (from Eastern Europe to Western Europe, from Central Europe to Israel, from Western
Europe to North America, etc.). It helps to restore the fragmented and unstable nature of the young
survivors’ journeys and the contingency of the decision making behind them. By doing so, this article
has nuanced teleological and simplistic readings of Holocaust survivors’ migration and especially
demonstrated how Canada was often a second-choice destination.

One of the main challenges for scholars interested in children and youth is to find the right balance
between overestimating their agency (and erasing the specificity of their experiences as young people)
and completely ignoring their capacity to be actors in their everyday lives. The notion of ‘worlds of
possibilities’ can offer an alternative to the concept of agency and help better understand young peo-
ple’s experiences of displacement. In this article, such a framework has allowed me to identify potential
factors that shaped the young survivors’ trajectories by mapping what was and was not available to
them. These include, on the one hand, increasingly hostile immigration and refugee policies in several
Western European countries, the gradual withdrawal of American Jewish relief organisations and the
subsequent financial difficulties of European Jewish organisations; and, on the other hand, the limited
possibilities of migrating to Palestine or the United States. These factors all contributed to shaping the
young survivors’ ‘world of possibilities’ in ways that were favourable to a departure to Canada. This
situation changed in late autumn 1948 and winter 1949 with increased opportunities to migrate else-
where and growing difficulties in leaving some countries. These developments in the young survivors’
countries of residency and in their potential countries of transit and arrival shaped their ‘worlds of
possibilities’.

Recreating these ‘worlds’ helps us to formulate hypotheses about the decision making and motiva-
tions behind the refugee journeys. Many questions remain unanswered but administrative records can
still give voice to the individual and collective experiences of refugees. By replacing both outstanding
trajectories and recurring patterns of displacement in a broader ‘world of possibilities’, this article has
foregrounded the necessity to further examine these journeys. They are particularly pertinent since the

81 Taylor, In the Children’s Best Interests, 133; Claudia Curio, ‘Were Unaccompanied Child Refugees a Privileged Class of
Refugees in the Liberal States of Europe?’, in Frank Caestecker and Bob Moore, eds., Refugees from Nazi Germany and
the Liberal European States (New York: Berghahn Books, 2010), 175.

82 Letter of Ethel Ostry to Manfred Salheimer and Saul Hayes, 11 July 1948, Ca War Orphans Immigration Project, Subject
files, box 25, file ‘Administrative structures, establishment of 1947–1948’.
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experiences of many young Holocaust survivors – the fragmented nature of their journeys and the
mixed motivations behind them, the importance of networks, the overall hostile environment they
navigated and, moreover, their voicelessness both as young and displaced people – strongly resonate
with those of today’s young people on the move.
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